
Cole Retains, Karrion Debuts, and The Inner Circle Stands
Tall
AEW Dynamite is full of re-introductions as it goes live and Karrion Kross makes his presence
known

Murjani Rawls

AEW Dynamite is live again and we get two NXT-Takeover-like championship matches. Here are some notes
on both the shows":

AEW DYNAMITE:

First o�, it’s good to �nally have an actual show that has some Double Or Nothing II
consequences to it. These were hitting a constant ‘WWF Superstars’-Esque formula for a bit.
Major match - couple squashes - then a major match. The ongoing pandemic has seemingly
thrown everything into creative and logistical disarray — but AEW has a PPV in three weeks.
Let’s get to some match building.

Welcome back, Nyla Rose! Her last appearance on AEW TV was March 11th up to this point.
AEW seems to have bad luck when it comes to their women’s championship and having these
long durations of being o� the main show. The video package was good — not only to remind
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you of the actual champion, but the main contenders like Britt, Hikaru, and Penelope. (There
was a Kris Statlander sighting as well)

The Dark Order storyline has cooled o� noticeability since the inclusion of Brodie Lee as the
leader. Much of that can be chalked up to how the shows have been taped over the past couple
of weeks. He was involved in a lot of squash matches to keep him looking strong, but Lee
needed that “big” introductory feud. Look no farther than John Moxley and the AEW
championship. Both of these men have fought each other in places like WWE and CZW.

Here’s the million-dollar question - do you have Brodie Lee win to keep his dominant status
going and risk taking the title o� Moxley too soon? Lance Archer and Brodie Lee have been
introduced in a similar fashion. They are two, athletic powerhouses that seek to dominate
their opponents. Moxley likes the beatdowns - so, do you risk Brodie losing a big match too
soon?

I thought that Mox vs. MJF was going to be the move, but maybe that will be later for the fall
PPV.

Is Shawn Spears continuing his feud with Cody? Good on him to do that promo and sell
Cody’s hesitation to throw the towel for Dustin/draw on their previous history. However, Cody
and Brandi have multiple storylines going. Brandi cuts a promo on Jake Roberts, but then gets
speared by Britt Baker later. There’s a lot of moving parts and wrestlers getting caught in the
gravitational pull of Cody vs. Archer. Aside from that, the ‘Murder Hawk’ continues to destroy
everybody Cody is involved with. That’s good for the feud. For the record, it was good to see
the classic-snake-out-of-the-bag thing. Let’s keep Jake’s appearances to a minimum if we can.
Given the state of the pandemic, it’s good to try to minimize risk as much as possible.

CHALLENGE ACCEPTED, BUT WAS THAT A GOOD IDEA FOR JON MOXLEY? | CHALLENGE ACCEPTED, BUT WAS THAT A GOOD IDEA FOR JON MOXLEY? | ……
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The main event was a fun falls-count-anywhere match to end Dynamite. There was a LOT of
people gathering backstage though. (I know that they have a testing protocol. Tony Khan
spoke about this on the AEW weekly podcast.) Omega took a lot of damage early. Matt Hardy
got a lot of the o�ense, but there were long periods of time where he was just out of the match
completely. There were crazy spots; the golf cart, Kenny’s moonsault, etc. Ultimately, the
numbers game won out.

(Did anybody notice J.R. getting a little snarky on commentary about Kenny Omega on
commentary? With this year, I don’t think that anybody is questioning that his matches are as
good as the NJPW ones. Obviously, that’s already a high bar to obtain, but his tag match with
the Bucks and his iron man match with PAC would show that Kenny still has it. He just needs
more wrestlers that can take him to that level)

NXT

Johnny Gargano has new music! This is a full heel turn — not so much the quasi-Ciampa
alliance one that he did when he had the North American title. I, for one, like that he is
leaning into it. Johnny Gargano has pretty much done everything feasibly possible in NXT.
 This was a good opener with Dominik Dijakovic. The turnbuckle spot was a little weird. The
ref didn’t see the pad fall o�? Heel Gargano and LeRae can be a lot of fun as both of them
explore their heel characters.

**MUST SEE** THE CONCLUSION TO THE STREET FIGHT FOR THE AGES | AE**MUST SEE** THE CONCLUSION TO THE STREET FIGHT FOR THE AGES | AE……
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I’m just going to include the video for this one. First with the reintroduction of Dexter Lumis
and his character. This week; it’s time for Karrion Kross. I love how they made Kross and
Scarlett feel like a big deal. If you’ve seen Kross’s work from Impact to AAA — the guy is
athletic and he can cut a hell of a promo. He’s going to be a big player in NXT and given prior
events, probably going to feud with Ciampa �rst?

What is going on with Xia Li and Aliyah? What exactly is the payo� to their feud going to be?
Don’t get me wrong — I like that NXT is introducing a secondary women’s feud, but I’m not
sure what the end game is. Is Aliyah going to join Stone and Chelsea Green? Why did she run
o� distraught? She helped Chelsea get the win!

Finn, who attacked you, bud? I’m not sure where this promo was going. They had him say a
bunch of insider wrestling terms. Balor vs. Grimes should be really good next week, however.

Io Shirai looked like a star in her match with Charlotte. You know, at �rst, I didn’t like the
�nish, but then I thought about it. Charlotte getting frustrated and throwing the match away
kinda made sense. Io was the aggressor for most of the match and Charlotte pulled the classic
heel move. The inclusion of Rhea Ripley will be interesting. Io didn’t lose, but Rhea is owed a
rematch. I sense a number one contender’s match in the near future.

Karrion Kross and Scarlett make their debut: WWE NXT, May 6, 2020Karrion Kross and Scarlett make their debut: WWE NXT, May 6, 2020

Io Shirai is livid with Rhea Ripley: WWE NXT, May 6, 2020Io Shirai is livid with Rhea Ripley: WWE NXT, May 6, 2020
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← Previous

I wish KUSHIDA and Jake Atlas got more time. Maybe when the tournament is over.

Something with the Velveteen Dream vs. Adam Cole match was just..o�. Outside the ring
issues withstanding, this match just didn’t feel like a championship match. If you would have
asked me a few weeks ago, I thought Dream was going win and the Undisputed Era would be
moving on. As the famous wrestling saying goes - plans change. Adam Cole retains and we
look to an eventual challenger to this throne. Perhaps they try to run back Dream vs. Cole
again? I do like the potential wrinkle of Dexter Lumis terrorizing the Undisputed Era

Ready for more?
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